INTRODUCTION

SAIFEE established since 1971, with a humble beginning as a local marine equipment & hardware supplier have over the years established itself as one of the leading and reliable partner to ships & offshore industry. Saifee caters to the spare parts requirements of machinery on-board ocean going vessels.

With an aim to provide ship owners with a cost effective supply solution Saifee maintains an inventory of over 40,000 line items that are available for immediate delivery consisting of both provisions and technical stores.

Saifee’s commitment to service is backed by multilingual, highly experienced, result oriented management team with trained staff of over 210 at Dubai & Fujairah. Its operations work round the clock, seven days a week and can deliver stores to any UAE port or at anchorage within UAE waters at short notice through its own fleet of vehicles and reefer containers. With a vast experience in the marine supply business, Saifee has now ventured into the quality intensive cruise & offshore supply sector.

MISSION

Saifee endeavors to perfect the art of service & quality by providing a prompt, efficient and reliable supply network maintaining a high ethical standard.

QUALITY ACCREDITATION - MEMBERSHIP

- ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System
- ISO 22000:2005 Food Safety
- OHSAS 18001: 2007 Safety Management System
- HACCP Food Safety Standards
- Implemented Environmental Policies as per ISO 14001 : 2004 Standards
- Member of International Marine Purchasing Association (IMPA)
15+17 Series
Linen & Galley
- Bed accessories, Laundry accessories
- Cutlery, Plates & Cups, Cheffing dishes, Pots & Pans

19 Series
Clothes, Shoes & Gloves
- Assorted range of Gloves
- Safety shoe / Boots
- Safety Clothing ( Coveralls, Rain Suit, Parkas )

 BRAND - SAILOR

21 Series
Ropes & Hawses
- Ropes are available with Class & Test Certificates

 BRAND - DSR / TRION

23 Series
Rigging Equipments

 BRAND - WADER - MEC

27 Series
Painting Equipments
- Distributors of “BANDO” Paint Spraying Machines
- Available with complete range of Accessories & Spares backed with International Warranty & performance

 BRAND - BANDO

33 Series
Safety Equipments
- All Safety Products are as per solas Regulations & carry various Class & USCG Approval

35 Series
Hoses & Couplings
- Rubber Air Hose, Corrugated Rubber Water Hose, Suction / Delivery Hose, Tank Cleaning Hose, Steam Hose, Chemical Hose, Hydraulic Rubber Hose.
- Coupler range includes:
  - Lock Air Type Hose Coupling, Universal Air Hose Coupling, Quick Connect Couplers, Cam - lock fittings.
37 Series

**Navigation Equipments**


Complete range of Merchant Flags, Flag Hooks & Blocks.

**BRAND - WOLF SAFETY / DAEYANG**

45+81 Series

**Petroleum Products, Packings & Jointings**

Penetrating Oil, Multi Purpose Grease, Rust Preventives, Gear Grease, Bearing Grease, Wire Rope Grease, Fish Oil & Tallow.

---

**BRAND - FERRYL, THISTLE BOND, CORDOBOND & MAGNUM SEAL**

49 Series

**Hardware**

Mortise Locks & Latches, Door Lever handle & Knobs, Brass Cabinet Rings, Door Rings, Padlocks, Master Key System for Padlocks + Keys, Door Closers are part of our range of Hardware items.

51 Series

**Brushes & Mats**

We cover the entire range of Paint Brushes, Paint Rollers, Aluminium Extension Poles Wire Cup Brush (Standard, Knot Type, Standard Wheel, Threaded Nut Type & Shaft Welded Type) Bath Mats, Coir Door Mats, Deck Rubber Mats, Plastic Sheeting, Corrugated Rubber Matting & Plastic Tiles.

**BRAND - BRUSHWELL / HAWK**

55 Series

**Chemical & Cleaning Materials**

A complete range of Cleaning Chemicals & Detergents

**BRAND - MOZ / DREUMEX / ALVAKRAFT**
59 Series

Pneumatic & Electrical Tools

BRAND - TRELAWNY / FUJI / TOKU / POLAR JET / KRAZTEL / VERSAMATIC / LATINTEC

61+63 Series

Hand Tools & Cutting Tools
Comprehensive range of Tools from reputed suppliers such as "BAHCO"(Sweden),"SUPER"(Japan), AM (Japan), Including Range of Non-Spark Tools

65 Series

Measuring Equipments
Inside+Outside Micrometers, Vernier Calipers, Digital Calipers, Thickness Gauges, Oil Gauging Tapes, Combination Square Sets, Hand Held Digital Tachometers.
Complete range of GAUGES + THERMOMETERS, Digital Thermometers, Engine indicators, Pyrometers, Peak Pressure Gauges, Temperature & Pressure Calibrators.

BRAND - BRANNAN

71+73 Series

Pipes & Fittings
Tubings & Fittings, Stainless Steel, Alu brass, Brass and Copper Dresser Coupling size upto 900mm.

75 Series

Valves
Material - Bronze, Cast Iron, Cast Steel, Stainless Steel & Brass
Type - Globe, Angle, Gate, Non Return, Storm, Butterfly, Hi-Performance Butterfly, Pressure Vaccum and Air vent head Valves
Size - 15mm to 600mm

79 Series

Electrical Equipments
Complete range of Electrical products
Marine Armoured Cables, Hi - Temp Cables, Explosion Proof & Water Tight Light Fittings, Lamps, Batteries, Receptacles, Switches, Circuit Breakers, Voltage Converters, Alarm Buzzels etc.
- We provide service to the marine, cruise, and offshore industry.
- Stocks speciality food products catering to Japanese, Korean, Scandinavian, Greek Cuisine and US products.
- Own fleet of vehicles for supply at all the UAE ports.
- Temperature controlled containers for offshore supply of fresh and frozen food products.
- All food handling employees have undergone ‘FOOD SAFETY LEVEL 2’ training and are certified by CIEH (Chartered Institute of Environmental Health, UK).
OFFICE & WAREHOUSE

The new head office and the state-of-the-art Logistics center is located at Dubai Investment Park, Dubai. The Facility includes Office building and custom built warehouse of 350,000 SqFt area with a cold store storage facility & temperature controlled dry food area. The complete facility has a security feature of CCTV and is monitored 24 hrs by third party contracted security company.

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

- ENGINE / DECK / CABIN / ELECTRICAL / STATIONARY & MEDICINE STORES
- PROVISIONS & BONDED STORES
- MACHINERY SPARE PARTS SUPPLY
- BOAT HIRE FOR ANCHORAGE SUPPLIES
- CONTAINERISED NEW BUILT STORES SUPPLIES TO FAR EAST SHIPOYARDS FROM DUBAI

UAE PORTS SERVED

- JEBEL ALI
- FUJAIRAH
- RAS AL KHAIMAH
- ABU DHABI
- DUBAI CRUISE TERMINAL
- DUBAI DRY DOCKS
- SHARJAH
- AJMAN
- KHOR FAKKAN
- UMM AL QUWAIN

AGENTS / DISTRIBUTOR FOR

DRYSEAL - HATCH COVER TAPE
LATINTEC - GAS FREEING FANS
FERRYL - GREASES
VERSAMATIC - DIAPHRAGM PUMPS
WADER MEC - CONTAINER LASHING EQUIPMENT
DEWAL - ANTI SPLASH TAPE
FIRE SEAL - CABLE/PIPE PENETRATING FIRE SEAL

POLAR JET - TANK CLEANING MACHINE
BRIGHT STAR - SAFETY TORCHES
WOLF SAFETY - ATEX- SAFETY TORCHES
THERMIC WRAPS - H.TEMP INSULATION ROLL
PETRO TAPE - ANTI CORROSIVE TAPES
BRANNAN - THERMOMETERS
MAGNUM - PACKINGS & JOINTINGS
Dubai Investments Park
Plot No. : 598-755, P.O. Box : 3316, Dubai, U.A.E.  Tel. : +971 4 812 4444 / 45,  Fax : +971 4 812 4486

E-mail : saifee@saifeeship.com  
Website : www.saifeeship.com